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Abstract
document content [4], and to embed information which can
either be a unique code specifying the author or the
originator of the host content [5] (user identification). Due
to this, Digital watermarking techniques are often evaluated
based on their invisibility, recoverability and robustness.
Digital watermarking can be achieved in three ways:
fragile, semi-fragile and robust watermarking. Fragile
watermarks are the set of watermarking method that can be
completely destroyed after any modification to an image
[6]. They are not applicable for copyright protection
because they are easily removed without seriously
degrading the signal. They are heavily used in signal
authenticity determination. Semi-fragile on the other hand
are used for detecting any unauthorized modification to a
digital signal [7]. They have more applicability because
they assure that only non-malicious modification will occur
in the host signal. Robust watermarking has the best
applicability for watermarking than the two previous
methods in that they are designed to withstand arbitrarily
malicious attacks [8] and are usually used for copyright
protection. According to [9], robust watermarking is seen
as a communication channel multiplexed into original
content in a non-perceptible way and whose capacity
degrades as a smooth function of the degradation of the
marked content. Watermark embedding scheme can either
embed the watermark into the host signal or to a
transformed version of the host signal. Transform domain
watermarking is a scheme that is used to transform image
frequency domain in such a way to modify the transform
coefficient. Some common transform domain watermarking
for image data can be Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT)
based [10, 11] or Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT)
based [12]. This scheme is very useful for taking advantage
of perceptual criteria in the embedding process for
designing watermark techniques. Spatial domain
watermarking on the other hand has the capability of
performing some transformation directly on image pixels.
The use of perceptual models is also an important
component in generating an effective and acceptable
watermarking scheme for audio just as it is used in image
watermarking [13, 14]. Each watermarking application has
its own features that determine the required attributes of the
watermarking system and drive the choice of techniques
used for embedding and detecting the watermark. These
features such as transparency, effectiveness, security,
reversibility and complexity as well as possibility of
verification allow digital watermarking algorithms to be
efficiently evaluated to know if it has enough ingredients
that can be used for certain application area.

The protection and enforcement of intellectual property
rights for digital media has become an important issue in
many countries of the world. There is increase in the
popularity and accessibility of the Internet to record, edit,
replicate and broadcast multimedia content which has
necessitated a high demand to protect digital information
against illegal uses, manipulations and distributions.
Digital watermarking technique which is the process used
to embed proprietary information into multimedia digital
signal provides a robust solution to this problem. This
paper reviews different aspects and techniques of digital
watermarking for protecting digital contents. It also
explores different application areas of digital
watermarking such as copyright protection, broadcast
monitoring, integrity protection etc.
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Introduction
The development and success of the internet has created a
new challenge to protect digital content from piracy.
Digital watermarking is a new technique that provides an
ultimate and robust solution to this problem. It involves
direct embedding of additional information into the original
content or host signal without perceptible difference
between the watermarked and the original content [1]. Such
watermark is extremely difficult to remove without altering
or damaging the original signal. Watermarking techniques
consist of two parts: a part to embed a signal to the original
content and a part to detect if a given piece of signal hosts a
watermark and subsequently retrieves the conveyed signal.
Digital watermarking is very important because it protects
the rights of owners of a signal; it also provides copyright
identification,
user
identification,
authenticity
determination and automated monitoring. This paper
reviews different watermarking application and techniques
to protect digital contents such as text, video, image and
audio.
Digital watermarking is a new research area which is
becoming popular. It provides robust solution to the
problem of copying and modifying digital content by
protecting it from piracy. [2, 3] observed that, the focus of
most digital watermarking research is on data objects such
as still images, video and audio. Digital watermarking
technique is used to ensure the truthfulness and integrity of
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along with the original data (Od). If the watermark data
was not attacked, it returns the watermark or an indication
of its presence (Eq. 2) [15]. In the contrary case, nothing is
returned (Eq. 3).

Watermarking Techniques
Watermark embedding techniques are designed to insert the
watermark directly into original signal or into some
transformed versions of the original signal in order to take
advantage of the perceptual properties or robustness to a
particular signal manipulation. Watermarking techniques
should have two basic steps: one step that inserts a digital
signal using an embedding algorithm and an embedding
key. Another step uses a detection algorithm and an
appropriate detection key to retrieve the watermark signal.
In most techniques, the embedding and detection key are
secrete as shown in the figure below.

Watermarked data (Wd)
algorithm

Watermark (W)

Fig. 1: Watermark embedding process
In Fig. 1, (Od) is the original data in which (W) will be
inserted, (W) may require a secret key (Sk). The
watermarked data (Wd) which is normally generated with
the help of a generating function (fg) is the output of the
embedding process.
(Eq. 1)

Secrete key (Sk)
Original data (Od)

:V¶ IK 2G, Sk)

(Eq. 3)

Digital audio watermarking involves embedding special
signals within a discrete audio file. The signal can be
extracted by detection mechanisms. The use of perceptual
models is an important component in generating an
effective and acceptable watermarking scheme for audio
[16]. The requirements for audio watermarking are
imperceptivity, robustness to signal alteration such as
conversion, compression and filtering [17]. There are
different watermarking techniques for audio which includes
echo coding, phase coding, spread spectrum and
quantization based watermarking. Phase encoding breaks
an audio signal into frames and performs spectra analysis
on each of the broken frames, once the spectrum has been
completed, the magnitude and phase of consecutive frames
are compared and an artificial phase signal is created to
transmit signal. The artificial phase is modulated in with
the phase from each frame and new frames are combined to
form the watermarked signal. This technique is very
effective in the presence of noise. Spread spectrum
watermarking technique depends on direct sequence spread
spectrum to spread the watermark signal over an entire
audible frequency spectrum. It is an example of a
correlation method which embeds pseudorandom sequence
and detects watermark by calculating correlation between
pseudorandom noise sequence and watermark audio signal.
SSW is very easy to implement but it requires timeconsuming psycho-acoustic shaping to reduce audible noise
and susceptible to time-scale modification attack [18]. Echo
watermarking allows the original audio signal to be copied
into two kernels, one which leads the original in time and
one which lags. Each kernel represents either a zero or a
one bit for watermark data transmission. The bit stream of
watermark data is used to mix the two kernels together. The
signals are mixed with gradually slope transition to reduce
distortion. Quantization based watermarking technique
quantizes a sample a and assigns new value to the sample a
based on the quantized sample value. The watermarked
sample value b is described as:

Watermark
embedding

Wd = fg(Od, Ws, Sk)

(Eq. 2)

Digital Audio Watermarking

Secrete key (Sk)

Original data (Od)

:V¶ IK 2G:G¶6N

Extracted
ZDWHUPDUN :V¶
Watermark
detection

algorithm

(Eq. 4)

Watermarked data (Wd)

(Eq. 5)

In Eq (4&5), qz(.) is a quantization function and C is a
quantization step. The quantization function qz(a) is given
as qz(a,C)=[a/C].C. The technique is simple to implement
and it is robust against noise attack so long as the noise
margin is below C/4. It also has the ability to achieve
provably better rate-distortion-robustness trade-offs than
other watermarking techniques such as spread spectrum
and low-bits modulation against worse-case square-error
distortion-constrained intentional attacks which may be

Fig. 2: Watermark detection process
In Fig. 2, the watermarked data (Wd), which is distorted,
together with the secret key (Sk) and the original data (Od)
are all input to the detection algorithm. The extracting
function (fh) recovers the embedded watermarked signal
(Ws¶) at the receiving end. The secrete key (Sk), used in the
embedding process should be available at the receiving end
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encountered in a number of copyright, authentication and
convert communication multimedia application.

Discrete Fourier Transform watermarking is of two types,
one allows the watermark to be directly embedded by
modifying the phase information within the DFT. The other
is a template based embedding which embeds a template in
the DFT domain to estimate the transformation factor.
Anytime the watermarked image is transformed, the
template is searched to resynchronize the image. A detector
is now used to extract the embedded spread spectrum
watermark. DFT offers robustness against geometric
attacks such as scaling, cropping and rotation.

Image Watermarking
Images in watermarking are represented as pixels in
frequencies transform domain or in spatial domain and they
are expected to go through signal processing operations
such as compression, filtering, rescaling, cropping,
geometric distortion and additive noise which they must
survive. In image watermarking, watermark embedding is
applied directly to the pixels values in the spatial domain or
to transform coefficients in a transform domain [19] such
as discrete cosine transform (DCT) or discrete wavelet
transform (DWT). The watermarked image (,¶) is obtained
by embedding the watermark (W) in the original image ,,¶
= f (I g) w), where f() is a function denoting the embedding
operation and g() is a gain function that depends upon (w)
and local global image properties. The function can be
linear or non-linear. Discrete Wavelet Transform allows the
simultaneous apparition of both temporal and frequency
information. It separates an image into lower resolution
approximation image LL as well as horizontal HL, vertical
LH and diagonal HH detail components. The process can
then be repeated to compute scale wavelet decomposition
as in the two scale wavelet transform shown in the Fig. 3
below.
LL2

HL2

LH1

HH2

Digital Video Watermarking
Digital watermarking refers to embedding watermarks in a
multimedia documents and files in order to protect them
from illegal copying and identifying manipulations [20].
Ideally, a user viewing the video cannot perceive a
difference between the original video and the watermarked
video, but a watermark extraction application can read the
watermark and obtain the embedded information. Video
watermarking approaches can be classified into two main
categories based on the method of embedding watermark
information bits in the host video. The two categories are:
spatial domain watermarking and transform-domain
watermarking [21]. In spatial domain watermarking
techniques, embedding and detection are performed on
spatial pixels values such as luminance, chrominance, color
space or on the overall video frame. Spatial-domain
techniques are easy to implement, however they are not
robust against common digital signal processing operations
such as video compression. Transform-domain techniques,
on the other hand, alter spatial pixel values of the host
video according to a pre-determined transform. Commonly
used transforms are the Discrete Cosine Transform (DCT),
the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) and the Discrete Wavelet
Transform (DWT). Watermarking algorithm optimizes for
three separate factors which are: Robustness, which is the
ability to resist attempts by attackers to destroy it by
modifying the quality, size, rotation and other visual aspect
of video. Security, which is the ability of the watermark to
resist attempts by a sophisticated attacker to remove it
through cryptanalysis without modifying the video itself
and Perceptual fidelity, which is the perceived visual
quality of the watermarked video compared to the original
video.

HL1
LH1
HH1
Fig. 3: Two scale 2-dimensional DWT
The benefit of this technique is that it accurately models
aspects of the human visual system (HVS) as compared to
the DCT. This helps to use higher energy watermarks in
regions that the HVS is known to be less sensitive to, such
as high resolution detail bands like LH, HL, H. when
watermark is embedded in these regions, there is increase
in the robustness of watermark at little to no additional
impact on image quality. Discrete Cosine Transform allows
an image to be broken into different frequency bands
making it easier to embed watermarking information into
the middle frequency bands of the image. The basic idea is
to represent the image as a sum of sinusoid at different
frequencies and magnitudes. An image is divided into 8x8
blocks and the coefficient for each block is calculated. For
most images, most of the visually significant information is
concentrated in a few coefficients. The DCT is used
frequently in JPEG compression. The steps are highlighted
below.

Text watermarking
Text watermarking involves embedding watermark
information into the layout and formatting of the text
directly. It was designed for watermarking electronic
versions of text document which may be in some formatted
versions such as postscript or PDF. Text watermarking
technique consist of line shift coding, here, each of the even
lines is slightly shifted up or down according to the bit
value in the payload [22]. If the bit is one, the
corresponding line is shifted up else it is shifted down. The
odd lines are control lines. Word shift coding, this
technique allows each line to be divided into groups of
words which has enough number of characters. Each even
group is shifted to the right or left according to the bit value
in the payload. At decoding, the odd groups are used as

Divide the image into non-overlapping blocks of 8x8
apply forward DCT to each of the blocks
apply some block selection criteria
apply coefficient selection criteria
embed watermark by modifying selected coefficient
convert the inverse DCT for 8x8 blocks after modifying the
largest coefficient in step 5.
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references for measuring and comparing the distances
between the groups [23]. Spread spectrum technique makes
watermark bit to be mixed with Pseudo Random Noise
[PRN] generated signal, the signal is then embedded in the
original signal where the PRN acts as the secrete key. A
particular PRN signal can later be detected by correlation
receiver. All these techniques are based on watermarking
the binary-valued text region of a text document. Text
watermark detection technique involves post processing
steps to try to remove noise.TW techniques are effective
against common attacks such as multigenerational
photocopying.

critical because the embedded watermark should not be
easily removed by little transmission imperfections.
Broadcast Monitoring: It is usually performed by
automated monitoring stations and it is one of the
watermarking applications that has found its way toward
successful commercialization. Applications such as data
monitoring and tracking require a higher level of robustness
in order to detect or identify stored or transmitted data.
Examples are automatic monitoring of radio broadcast for
billing purposes or identification of images on the World
Wide Web with the help of web crawlers. For such
applications, the watermarks have to be easily extractable
and must be reasonably robust against standard data
processing like format, conversion and compression [26].
Broadcast monitoring allows the embedded information to
be utilized for various functions that are related to digital
media broadcasting. The embedded data can be used to
verify whether proper airtime allocation occurred, for
devising an automated royalty collection scheme for
copyrighted material that is aired by broadcasting operators
or to collect information about the number of people who
listened to a certain broadcast.

Application of Watermarking Techniques
Content Authentication: The advances in computer
technology has made it easier to manipulate digital
multimedia content as well as making it extremely difficult
to determine the originality of such content. Content
authentication is the process which confirms the integrity of
watermarked data to make sure that the data is not
tampered with. The use of watermarking related
authentication consists of digital rights management
systems, video surveillance and remote sensing
applications, digital insurance claim evidence and trusted
cameras. In security monitoring, watermark is used to make
sure that all video inputs are from authorized sources. In
these applications, a watermark which describes the work is
sometimes used. It is important that the description of the
file is unique and hard to obtain by an attacker.

Transaction tracking: This consists of hidden and
imperceptible information about the user which can be
detected by a watermark detector hence; tracing illegal
copies of a digital property when distributed is made easier.
Also, licensed copies which belong to an individual user
are ascertained thus resolving the possible conflicts as
regards the ownership of a particular intellectual property.
Identification of movie theatres where illegal recording of a
movie with a handheld camera took place is a scenario that
belongs to this category of application.

Privacy Protection: Electronic health programs allow
personal health information to be collected and stored in a
digital form. Most of these records consist of personal
information which should be highly protected. Personal
information on medical images are normally stored in a
separate file that can be easily accessed at the same time
with the images. However, this information are not always
protected, hence it can be accessed anytime by intruders.
The issues of privacy protection and access control were
triggered by a recent incidence that involved accessing
patient information for jobs screening in the university
Health Network in Toronto [24]. Digital watermarking can
be used to embed sensitive information into the cover files.
The advantage of watermarking is that the information
stays with the original file, which reduces the chance of it
being deleted or changed accidentally. Moreover, since
watermarking introduces only small distortions, it will not
cause difficulties for physicians who do not have the
authority to access the personal file.
Ownership assertion and identification: watermarking
can be used to prevent unauthorized copying and
distribution of a digital content. Intellectuals can make use
of watermark to prove ownership of the work they created
in case of dispute [25]. The ownership can be ascertained
by extracting the embedded information from the
watermarked document. In this application, Robustness is

Conclusion
The paper reviews basic watermarking techniques as
applied to different media types. Watermarking is an
important technique that has the potential of incorporating
an embedding process and preventing easy separation of
watermark from content. It also has an enabling technology
for a number of applications which imposes different
requirements on the watermarking system. Owing to these
strengths, digital watermarking is suggested as the ultimate
solution to protect digital properties from piracy and
copyright infringement.
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